Is Your Shift Handover Formula Corrupted?

52% of spreadsheet logbook users admit they have no method of tracking operations procedures*

*J International “Operations Processes at Your Plant” Survey
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“There are huge holes in the information we get because we rely on someone to manually enter the data. Missing information results in inefficiencies and can lead to catastrophic safety consequences.”</td>
<td>“Only one person can see a spreadsheet Shift Handover at a time. This is frustrating as we are trying to work as a team, but the rest of us have no idea what is going on!”</td>
<td>“The safety of our site depends on everyone doing the right things in the right order. With spreadsheet Shift Handovers, we can't enforce this and scarily, each person does their own thing.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Finding data across multiple spreadsheets is virtually impossible and we end up making ill-informed hunches, what else can we do?”</td>
<td>“Visual presentations are limited because we can't see data from previous shifts, from different units and from other systems like SAP PM. Because we have to manually copy this data, we often miss key information.”</td>
<td>“There are all these spreadsheets floating around and being changed without an audit trail. There is no control and this is dangerous.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“As soon as we leave the control room, we are blind to what is happening in the department. On top of that, if we make notes or readings, we have to copy them back into the spreadsheet logbook when we get back.”</td>
<td>“With the spreadsheet Shift Handover, we have no idea of who actually created entries, overrides, or makes changes. This makes it difficult to trace back and in fact could leave us - and our owners - open to litigation.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“Now everyone has access to the information as it happens.”

“When j5 Shift Handover was introduced, suddenly things became predictable and consistent. We can get a full summary of information in seconds just by clicking a one-touch button.”

“With the j5 Operations Logbook all our entries are audited and it’s very simple to check who made an entry or a change and when they made that entry.”

“The j5 Operations Logbook gives us back control because the configuration is like a spreadsheet.”

“Creating and seeing logs appear on j5 Mobile as we move around is amazing.”

“If we need to find data we just use the search engine or filters.”

“Around the office, field and control buildings we can use our tablets or mobile devices to log data.”

“Now everyone has access to the information as it happens.”
SPREADSHEET LOGBOOKS AREN’T COLLABORATIVE, CONTROLLED, AUDITED, OR MOBILE.

48% of spreadsheet logbook users rely on personnel to find key shift information.

*J5 International “Operations Processes at Your Plant” Survey